Dialysis headache.
We describe the various side effects occurring in dialysis sessions and indicate measures for their prevention and/or treatment. Next, we analyze dialysis headache in terms of incidence, prevalence, criteria for its inclusion in the classification of the International Headache Society, and factors related to its triggering, ie, bradykinin and nitric oxide (NO), which have increased plasma levels during dialysis. This permits a critical analysis in comparison with NO donor headache in terms of the pathophysiologic mechanisms that mediate the triggering of both conditions. A similarity is particularly detected in terms of the role of NO as the last link in the chain of events that precedes the onset of headache, which is preceded by a latency period of 3 to 4 hours, much longer than the few seconds needed to inactivate NO. A hypothesis is raised to explain this phenomenon, opening new perspectives for the study of the pathophysiology of headaches, including primary headaches.